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THE LORENTZIAN DISTANCE FUNCTION
Consider M n+1 an (n + 1)-dimensional spacetime, and let p, q be points in M. Using the standard terminology and notation from Lorentzian geometry, one says that q is in the chronological future of p, written p q, if there exists a future-directed timelike curve from p to q. Similarly, q is in the causal future of p, written p < q, if there exists a future-directed causal (i.e., nonspacelike) curve from p to q. Obviously, p q implies p < q. As usual, p ≤ q means that either p < q or p = q. Doing now a similar analysis of the Lorentzian distance function to an achronal hypersurface, one can derive also sharp estimates for the mean curvature of spacelike hypersurfaces which contained in its chronological future. Further details about this may be found in [1] .
